
 

Clarification questions and answers for the ESPA documentary film project 

Posted by the ESPA Directorate in response to bidders’ queries: 25 September 2017 

 

1) Can you share any details or parameters related to the budget for this project? Given the 

ambitious scope and tight deadline, it would be helpful to know the available resources. 

 

We have a budget ceiling of GBP 33,000 for this package of work, excluding UK VAT. 

 

2) Is there any flexibility in terms of the timeline? We assume the January 31 deadline 

must  driven by funding requirements or a scheduled launch event, but wanted to confirm. While 

possible, a four-month turn-around is quite ambitious for a project involving international 

production and four separate video deliverables, especially as people may be hard to reach for a 

couple of weeks at the end of the year. 

 

As indicated in the tender documentation, we are looking to make a decision on or around 2 

October 2017 and to proceed to contracting as soon as possible after that so that pre-filming 

work can begin immediately.   

 

As noted in the tender, there are fixed dates for the Edinburgh filming, at the end of November 

2017, when ESPA holds its annual science conference. The Ecolimits project team will provide 

logistical support for the film-maker in Ghana (including booking accommodation and 

interviews, and arranging suitable transport from Accra to the cocoa-growing site). Ecolimits has 

strongly advised to undertake the filming as soon as possible while the landscape is still ‘lush’ 

and before the dry season is well underway. This suggests that the film crew should target 

filming as early in December as possible (if not in November). 

 

We would need the final deliverables to be completed by 31 January 2018.  If there is a true 

problem with completing the deliverables by this date, we would consider extending the deadline 

for the 3 minute ‘teaser’ version of the long documentary package beyond 31 January but no 

later than 15 February. Our timeline is bound both by funding constraints and also by launch 

events which are running 1 February – 1 March 2018. 

 

3) How important is the target length of a half hour for Part A? We are slightly concerned that 

the content described may be better suited to a film closer to 20 minutes in length. 

 

20 minutes may also be appropriate. 

 

4) How would you prioritize the goal of getting the longer film broadcast versus tailoring the 

message and content to the other target audiences identified? Given the promotional and 

informational goals implicit in the videos, it may be very difficult to find a suitable broadcast 

partner (except perhaps for more public service broadcasters that occasionally serve as a 

platform for material produced by charities, like Community Channel and LinkTV). But if 

broadcast is a priority, it would drive how the content is approached to make the information 

accessible to the general public, which could possibly limit the effectiveness of the video with 

other audiences. 



 

We disagree with this assessment based on our experience with similar documentary film 

commissions in the past. The longer film should be aimed at an educated and informed public 

(the equivalent of the UK marketing classification: A, B, C1 demographic), which is also 

distinctly a non-specialist audience. When we say we want to capture the attention and interest of 

policy-makers and decision-makers with the longer film, these are ‘generalists’ in development 

issues, not biodiversity conservation specialists. Therefore, the dynamics of ecosystems and their 

importance to human wellbeing still need to be spelled out explicitly. 

 

Examples of films our staff have commissioned in the past (for other DFID-funded projects) 

which have been broadcast to audiences of millions worldwide through broadcast partners are: 

 

Rwanda: Emerging in a changing climate 

 Life apps series including ‘Mobile harvest’ shown here 

 

It is worth saying that the target demographic is also 25-65 years approx. Certainly we do not 

want to alienate a youth audience with the film, but we are not explicitly aiming to reach a 16-24 

year old audience, which would require a different form of treatment.  

 

 

5) Have you assessed or cataloged the relevant footage from overseas locations previously 

captured of ESPA projects? This material will be critical for illustrating the broader themes 

beyond the two case studies, but without some sense of the quantity and quality of this material 

we may also need to include a substantial budget for stock footage. The process of liaising with 

project staff, coordinating the transfer of footage, and then reviewing the footage will also be a 

time-consuming step, especially if little is known about the material in question. 

 

We are afraid that there is not a huge amount of footage that we considerable suitable – already 

in the ESPA ‘footage bank -  beyond what we have mentioned already in the tender as the source 

footage from Bangladesh. There will be a few more hours of further new, relevant footage from 

Uganda, available from October onwards, which could be purposed for inclusion in the long 

documentary also. You will see that there is an ESPA youtube channel 

(https://www.youtube.com/user/espa/videos) but most of the material here is historic and we are 

not targeting it for inclusion in the long documentary.  

 

The only other, archived footage from ESPA projects which we consider may be of sufficient 

relevance and  interest to be ‘mined’ for the new, long documentary is participatory video about 

protected areas in Kenya, available here: 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTcEN70LB3-XxQjaX2xytjNyt1RJbob5W  

 

We may be prepared to make a small, additional budget available for purchase of stock footage 

once the supplier is appointed and has reviewed what we have in hand from Bangladesh and 

Uganda (combined total of some 20 hours in raw material) together with the Kenya footage 

mentioned here. Do not budget for this contingency in your proposal as the requirement is 

currently unknown. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_Ls5r9z9aA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4oi82Rt8kpA
https://www.youtube.com/user/espa/videos
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLTcEN70LB3-XxQjaX2xytjNyt1RJbob5W


It should be emphasised that there is a heavy onus on the appointed supplier gathering plenty of 

new footage during the trip to Ghana. 

 

6) Will ESPA's Communication Specialist be the point-person for the supplier throughout the 

project? Will they consolidate feedback from all relevant stakeholders, including the key ESPA 

Directorate staff mentioned (ESPA Manager, ESPA Director, and ESPA Impacts Manager)? 

Who will make final decisions if feedback is divergent? 

 

Yes, to the first question. The ESPA Communication Specialist will reconcile divergent opinions 

and she reports to the ESPA Director in the final instance. 


